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l, Dr. Ronald J. Polland, PhD, being duly sworn, depose and say under

penalty of perjury:

1. I am a 64 year-old, natural-born citizen ofthe United States, a

permanent resident of the State of Florida lot 52 yeats.l am over eighteen ('18)

years of age and not a party to any legal action within. lf called to do so, I would

competently testjty under oath as follows;

2. ln 1978,1 received my PhD in lnstructional Systems from Florida State

University with a focus area in lnstructional Media. ln 1975, I graduated from

Florida state University with a dual-program Masters Degree from the

Department of Educational Research and Design with focus areas in Statistics

and Research Methods. lhave also held certifications as a School Psychologisi,

Mental Health Counselor, and Psychometrist. For over 40 yeals in the fulfillment

of my professional career, I have served the citizens of the State of Florida,

many of whom are low-income families and special-needs children. I have

authored and evaluated several dozen grants that have been funded at the local,

state, and national level. I have more than thirty (30) of years of postdoctoral
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experience in statistical research, program evaluation, data mining, computer-

assisted instruction, and computer programming.

3. ln fullillment of my work responsibilities performed on a daily basis, I

have become proficient in programming and operating mainframe and office

computer systems along with printers, plotters, scanners, and other automated

input and output devices. I have over twenty-five (25) yearc of direct work

experience in the operation and application of mainframe and persona!

computers, laser and inkjet printers, plotters, and digital imaging.

4. I have held positions as a Research Consultant, Program Evaluator,

Research Manager, Statistical consultant, lnstructional Designer, computer

Programmer, and Web Developer,. I have testified as a Statistical Expert in

Governmental hearings over the last twenty (20) years.

5. I received professional training in Adobe products such as Photoshop,

lnDesign, and Acrobat, and mastered virtuatly all of the office software packages

produced by Microsoft. Additionally, I have also mastered the use of many other

graphics and document publishing software that were required in performance of

my work.

6. Of particular relevance is the experience I have in scanning complex

documents, especially surveys requiring handwriting and optical character

recognition. I estimate that, in my work life, have scanned and analyzed over

250,000 documents.
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7. My father was a professional photographer who taught me how to use

high-end film cameras when lwas eight (8) years old. He and my mother

invented the Statmaster, a revolutionary photostatic camera that I learned to use

and to demonstrate at irade shows. The slogan, "So easy, an eight-year old can

use il," was originated at these shows. ln addition to using film cameras for over

fifty (50) years, I have been using digital cameras in my work requirements for

the last fifteen (15) years.

8- Given my combined work experiences and education in research,

multimedia photographic arts, and digital reproductions, along with an

exceptionally keen eye for detail, as well as the specialized knowledge acquired

from over 2,000 hours of direct empirical analysis and reproduction of real and

fabricated Hawaiian bjrth certificates; I am more than capable of visually

distinguishing between the two. No person is more experienced in detecting and

empiically reproducing anomalies in digital images and photographs of what are

alleged to be genuine Hawaiian birth certificates, whether these anomalies were

naturally produced or man-made, as well as deconstructing how they were

created and for what purposes.

9. With my experience and specialization in digital and film imaging, my

findings are conclusive, as outlined in EXHlBlT "l," thatthe PDF image

submjtted to the public by its posting on the White House websile is a fabricated

forgery created with the intention to defraud and disenfranchise the American

People into believing that Barack Obama was a legal US citizen and a fully

qualilied candidate for President.
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I declare under ihe penalty of periury of the laws of the United States, that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Date: January 19,20'12
Ronald J. Polland
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